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On May Monday 22nd May West Lea School had a 
residential trip to the PGL Liddington Adventure 
Centre in Swindon. Pupils from classes across the  

school were taken on a truly amazing experience. 
At the centre they were spoiled for choice for  

Laughs and Larks at Liddington 

things to do. Not only were there so many different 
activities for them, the weather was wholly on their 
side the entire time they were there.  

There was raft building, an exercise that relied on 
cooperation and communication, which they         
enjoyed 



-d very much. Staff also got involved with activi-
ties. One task required students to use materials 
to decorate their adults as creatively as possible. 
Hilarity ensued. It was a thoroughly inclusive 

activity which gave students and staff good time to 
bond and have fun together. There was also  

The Centre also wowed everyone with the sky 
high swing which took students up into the air  

archery available. This really tested the students’ 
AND the adults’ motor skills and coordination. It 
was a new activity to most and everyone really 
enjoyed their time as Robin Hood.  



via a harness on a series of wires hanging over 40 
feet in the air, not for the faint hearted. However,  

feature was the assault course, a comprehensive 
series of obstacles that got the students climbing,  

some students overcame their fears and strapped 
themselves in for a ride of a lifetime. Another  

crawling and jumping their way through. Overall it 
was a tremendous few days, one we’ll never for-
get. 



OUR STARS OF THE WEEK! 
Student Award 

Beren For great progress with naming and sorting shapes 

Tuncay For helping and good listening 

Adam For working independently in maths 

Freddie For being brave and having a fantastic school trip 

James For being brave and having a fantastic school trip 

Hasan For being brave and having a fantastic school trip 

Eren For being brave and having a fantastic school trip 

Aaron For being brave and having a fantastic school trip 

Mason For being brave and having a fantastic school trip 

Isabel For excellent cooking. Well done.  

Rory For doing his homework 

Ethan For excellent behaviour at Liddington  

Lenny For his independence at Liddington this week. Very im-
pressed 

Matthew For helping others in many different ways.  

James For being so helpful at Liddington. Well done. 

Sarah-Jane For having a fantastic trip at Liddington. 

Bradley For having a fantastic trip at Liddington. 

Jamal For having a fantastic trip at Liddington.  

Selina For having a fantastic trip at Liddington. 

Necip For having a fantastic trip at Liddington. 

Courtney  For trying hard with work and life skills 

  

  

  

   NOTICES! 
 

 Please can parents label all clothing the students bring in. There are so 
many similar looking clothes being brought in that they can be very easily 
confused with another student’s. 

 

 Breakfast Club in the mornings is now up and running. Anyone interested in 
joining please leave a message for Mrs Ahmed.    

 

Due to technical difficulties there is no photo. 


